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By Skinny, SASS #7361

Get out and Vote!
or the past several issues, I’ve been harping on the importance of this year’s Presidential election. Colonel Dan of
course touches on the same subject later on in this edition and
we both agree Donald Trump—like him or not—is the candidate for whom we should vote.
In a previous editorial I touched on the principle we are
not voting for a President for four years this time around, but
for the composition of the Supreme Court for the next generation or more. As part of one more appeal for Trump, I’d like
to expand on that with statistics provided me by my friend
Kenny Reds (SASS #83266), whose rhetoric is compelling
enough I’ll share it here virtually as it came to me.
As it now stands, our next President will likely be able to
appoint at least two Justices. One certainly is Scalia, who has
died, and the second is Thomas, who has stated he will probably
retire after the election. Were Trump to be elected, he would
presumably appoint two conservative Justices and keep the
Court at its current 5-4 ratio, slightly favoring the conservative
position. Should Clinton become President, however, she’d have
the chance to appoint two liberal judges, swinging the Court to
a 6-3 liberal majority. Look for Second Amendment interpretations we don’t want to think about, should that happen.
Depending on your views, it could get better or worse from

there. Three of the Justices remaining are 77 and older and so ripe for
Skinny, SASS #7361
retirement or to die in office. Bill
Clinton appointed Ginsburg and Breyer, whereas Reagan appointed Kennedy. If we speculate Ginsburg and Breyer retire, for
an example, then Trump could appoint two conservatives and the
Court’s composition would become a 7-2 conservative majority
– specifically, the Second Amendment would be safe for the next
few decades. If Clinton, on the other hand, were to appoint two
liberals in addition to her former two liberal appointments, then
the composition would stay at a 6-3 liberal majority.
The permutations of retirements and appointments are
many. This was just one example. But no matter how you speculate the numbers, the reality is, with a Clinton White House we
would likely get a liberal majority in the Supreme Court that
would last till 2050. With a Trump administration, on the other
hand, we have the possibility of a conservative majority till
2050. Take your pick.
—Skinny

ANNOUNCEMENT

Howdy SASS members,
SASS Headquarters is prepping for a future relocation!
The office building that is currently being leased by
SASS for our World Headquarters offices in Edgewood,
New Mexico is being listed for sale by the owners of the
building. While we cannot speculate as to the time
frame, once the building is sold, the SASS Headquarters
office will be relocated to another smaller, more economical facility in the area. Worry not, members- as you
see a “For Sale” sign being raised at the SASS HQ building-all is well with SASS, we are thriving as an organization and aren’t going anywhere!
Thanks!
Misty D. Miller
aka Misty Moonshine
Chief Executive Officer
Single Action Shooting Society
SASS Patron Life #83232
VISIT
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By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Patron Regulator
Photographs by B. T. Blade, SASS #35685

Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

Cowboy Action Shooters™
are proud of their holster rigs
and accoutrements, as evidenced here.

Founders Ranch, New Mexico, June 16-26 2016—The Thirty-Fifth Annual END of
TRAIL. Cowboy Action Shooting™ was conceived by a small group of IPSC shooters
who wanted to shoot their cowboy guns, but the birth of Cowboy Action Shooting™
was END of TRAIL, which predates SASS ® . The sport grew from there. It is still
THE World Championship of Cowboy Action Shooting™.

S

Founders Ranch
ince 2005 it has been held at Founders
Ranch, a 400-acre ranch in a gun
friendly state developed for and devoted to SASS activities. In the valley there
are 17 separate bays, a separate long-range
area, and a Mounted Shooting Arena; and at
the top of the hill by the main gate the
Founders Ranch Shotgun Sports Club covers
the rest. Next to the shooting bays, an old
west town has grown over the years END of
TRAIL has been here. In the center is the
Belle Union, the auditorium/dining/party

room. In front, the Copper Queen Hotel
houses the administrative offices, and on top
is the Happy Jack Saloon, once limited to
VIPs, now accessible to everyone. On either
side of the Belle Union are buildings housing
the SASS Mercantile, the NRA Museum’s
exhibit, and several old-line vendors and
supporters of SASS. Other vendors are in
several rows of tents including one big, airconditioned tent that has become v-e-r-y
popular with both vendors and contestants.
Vendors you know and some you don’t were
at END of TRAIL, and some told me it was
VISIT
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their best event ever. If you have merchandise or services SASS members want, this is
where you should be in June.
At the north end is the notorious den of
iniquity, the Gem Saloon, home to the
Cimarron Firearms Poker Tournament, a
few parties, and judging for the three costume contests.
Not too far away is the chapel, picturesque and by itself, far enough the wickedness of the Gem doesn’t extend to its doors.
Up the hill is the RV Park, large enough for
several hundred RVs, and it becomes filled
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END of TRAIL 2016 . . .

with everything from tent campers to luxury motor coaches.
Several parties occur there, some planned, some spontaneous.
While the main match consists of three days, activities
started on Thursday, June 16 with a Wild Bunch RO Class, and
the Founders Ranch Shotgun Sports Club started hosting several shotgun side matches, open every day except Sunday.
There were Sporting Clays team matches for Wild Bunch,
Smokeless, and black powder, and Young Guns. The Wild
Bunch and Cowboy Clays course side match had awards for
Wild Bunch and Cowboy, men’s, Ladies, and Young Guns.
Wild Bunch started Friday with a four-stage warm up.
Then Saturday through Monday the main Wild Bunch match
ran, four stages a day, just like the Cowboy match.
You will hear “Wild Bunch is not Cowboy Action Shooting with 1911s” frequently. This was certainly true at END of
TRAIL. The Wild Bunch match consumed 446 rounds of ammunition, with 315 pistol. The highest number of pistol rounds
on a stage was 30. The stages were usually fairly simple and
always interesting. Targets were as small as 6" and as usual,
pistols were used at “rifle” targets. The shotguns, 97s and
Model 12s, started stoked with six rounds, 55 rounds total in
nine stages. None of the shotgun stages needed more than six
rounds. Seventy-six rifle rounds were used in nine stages. No
one shot the Wild Bunch Match clean. The Senior categories
(65 and over) comprised 40 percent of the contestants. I have
noted a marked improvement in the level of “average” shooters since 2008, the first Wild Bunch at END of TRAIL. Pistol

VISIT

As with past events, the Boy Scouts were on hand to bus up
all available brass for the shooters. Their help is always
greatly conducive to a smooth-running match.

malfunctions have decreased dramatically and shotguns aren’t
the malfunction fests of the early years. And the top end shooters
have gotten very good indeed. Last Chance Morales dominated,
winning eight stages outright. Modern Senior champion General
Jubal Early was eleventh overall. Traditional champion Garrison
Joe and Traditional Senior champion Tex were neck and neck the
entire event. Idaho Sixgun Sam won Ladies Modern handily.
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from page 7)

Evil Roy—still coming on strong as a Silver Senior.

Second Fiddle Sue won Ladies Modern Senior. Ladies Traditional champion was Lacey D’Oyly and Ladies Traditional Senior champion was Lawless Lil.
Saturday night Wild Bunch contestants were treated to
Green Chile Cheeseburgers in the Bell Union.
Wild Bunch side matches included speed matches for men
and ladies with all the Wild Bunch main match guns (Traditional and Modern 1911s), BAM (Bolt Action Military) longrange precision and speed rifle matches, and a Wobble trap
two-man team event.
Warm Up, Clinics, Side Matches
Cowboy Action Warm Up matches started Monday morning with two waves a day of four stages for two days.
There were two shooting schools, one by Cobra Cat. Shamrock Sadie and the Doily Gang held a transitions clinic for
ladies only.
Side matches included Texas Surrender—five pistol rounds
against a Texas Star and four-shotgun knockdown, and World’s
Fastest Cowboy—with 24 knockdowns. Speed matches included derringer and pocket pistols, rimfire pistols and rifles,
speed rifle, pistol, and shotgun for doubles and for 87/97.
Long-range side matches included Single Shot Blackpowder and Smokeless, Buffalo Rifle, Lever Action Pistol Caliber
and Rifle caliber rifles.
Plainsman was a four-stage Blackpowder match with single
shot rifles, percussion pistols, and double or lever-action shotgun.
Then came the END of TRAIL Thirty-Fifth Anniversary
World Championship Opening Ceremonies in the Belle Union.
All of the previous END of TRAIL champions who attended
were presented. This year’s crop of SASS Regulators was an(Continued on page 14)

Those
darn
chili
peppers
are hard.COM
to hit!
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Cowboy Clays
Winners

Cowboy—Mica McGuire
Cowgirl—Half-A-Hand Henri
Young Gun—Lil Fast Hammer
Wild Bunch Man—Colorado Jackson
WB Lady—Half-A-Hand Henri
WB Young Gun—Lil Fast Hammer
Smokeless Team
Anvil Horn
El Diablo
Po Campo
Black Powder Team
Half A Hand Henri
Mica McGuire
Tex
Young Guns Team
Bonnie McFarland
Nicky 9 Fingers
Tater The Kid

Modern

Plainsman
Winners

Traditional

Brisco Kid
SASS #26032
Big Dave
SASS #55632

Main Match
Winners

Lead Ringer
SASS #87957
KY
Buckarette
Fast Draw Fawn
SASS #94157
UT
Buckaroo
Little Man
SASS #98721
FL
B-Western
Blackhawk Henry
SASS #98144
GA
C. Baron
Trail Bandit
SASS #52426
SC
C. Baroness
Ramblin’ Rose
SASS #2811
CO
Classic CB
Slick McClade
SASS #69490
LA
Classic CG
Serenity
SASS #64982
CAN
Cowboy
Matt Black
SASS #54580
TX
Cowgirl
SASS Kicker
SASS #91899
AZ
Duelist
Pecos Nick
SASS #94945
NV
E. Statesman
Ole Short Tom
SASS #12635
IN
Fr. Cartridge
Damascus Jon
SASS #87751
AZ
FC Duelist
Four Bucks
SASS #36386
ID
FC Gunfighter Texas Jack Daniels
SASS #8587
TX
Frontiersman Ain’t Dunit
SASS #71048
AR
Grand Patron Bloody Bill Anderson
SASS #61673
CA
Grand Dame
Two Sons
SASS #12636
IN
Gunfighter
Rusty Remington
SASS #61821
TX
Junior Boy
Missouri Lefty
SASS #91721
MO

Junior Girl

Morguns Ann
Ammo
SASS #92217
Lady 49’er
Texas Tiger
SASS #74829
Lady BW
Panhandle Cowgirl
SASS #77924
Lady Duelist
Iron Maiden
SASS #67188
Lady FC
Lady Jane
SASS #72857
Lady FC Duel Lady Banderas
SASS #51765
L. Gunfighter Lilly Long
SASS #81344
LS F Cartridge Half-A-Hand Henri
SASS #9727
LS Gunfighter Chula Kat
SASS #62057
Lady Senior
Belinda Belle
SASS #42966
L. S. Senior
Elpaso Susie
SASS #35199
L. Wrangler
Kathouse Kelli
SASS #72384
Senior
Roy’s Creek Dan
SASS #73697
S. Duelist
Randy Saint Eagle
SASS #64903
S. FC Duelist Big Iron Buster
SASS #9361
S. Gunfighter Lassiter
SASS #2080
Silver Senior
General Jubal Early
SASS #24642
SS Duelist
Smokin’ Iron
SASS #22149
Wrangler
Duke Skywalker
SASS #26871

CA

NM
TX

TN

NM

AL

UT

NM
TX
ID

AUS

CO
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OK
TN

WA
OH

LA

OH

IN

(More Winners on page 13)
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Side Match
Winners

Speed Pistol Gunfighter
Cowgirl—Rocky Meadows
Cowboy—Bobcat Tyler
Speed Pistol Duelist
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Shaddai Vaquero
Speed Pistol Two Handed
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Deuce Stevens
Speed Rifle
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Deuce Stevens
Speed Shotgun Double
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Deuce Stevens
Speed Shotgun Hammered Double
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Dutch Coroner
Speed Shotgun ‘97
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Deuce Stevens
Speed Shotgun ‘87
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Billy the Avenger
Pocket Pistol
Cowgirl—Ivy Wild
Cowboy—Last Chance Morales
Derringer
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Waterloo
Texas Surrender
Cowgirl—Dew R Dye
Cowboy—Bull Shooter
Young Gun—Pecos Nick
Long Range Rifle Lever—Rifle Caliber
Cowgirl—Sammy Jo
Cowboy—Capt. Sam Evans
Long Range Rifle Lever—Pistol Caliber
Cowgirl—Ez Gz
Cowboy—Navajo Kid
Long Range Single Shot Rifle
Cowgirl—Ez Gz
Cowboy—Jim Miller

Long Range SS Rifle Black Powder
Cowgirl—Ez Gz
Cowboy—Gooch Hill Drifter
Long Range Buffalo Rifle
Cowboy—Croaker
World’s Fastest
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—James Samuel Pike
Young Gun—Nick Nitro
Rimfire Pistol
Cowgirl—Not So Dead Eye Maverick
Cowboy—Navajo Kid
Rimfire Rifle
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Territorial Ryder
BAM Precision Long Range
Lady—Lacey D’Oyly
Man—Tumbleweed Thom
Wild Bunch BAM Rifle
Lady—Idaho Six Gun Sam
Man—Goatneck Clem
WB 1911 Speed Pistol – Modern
Lady—Texas Tiger
Man—Boggus Deal
WB 1911 Speed Pistol – Traditional
Lady—Texas Tiger
Man—Fast Hammer
WB Speed Rifle
Lady—Serenity
Man—Dragon Hill Dave
WB Speed Shotgun
Lady—Texas Tiger
Man—Boggus Deal
WB Four-Man Team
• Fast Hammer
• Hell Hound
• Last Chance Morales
• Texas Jack Morales
WB Wobble Trap Two-Man Team
• Capt. Sam Evans
• Last Chance Morales

October 2016
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Wild Bunch
Winners

Traditional

L. Modern

L. Traditional
L. Sen. Mod.

L. Sen. Trad.

Senior Mod.
Sen. Trad.

Last Chance Morales
SASS #67180 OR
Garrison Joe
SASS #60708 NM
Idaho Sixgun Sam
SASS #28944 ID
Lacey D’Oyly
SASS #89955 AZ
Second Fiddle Sue
SASS #55872 UT
Lawless Lil
SASS #80605 NM
General Jubal Early
SASS #24642 LA
Tex
SASS #4
NM
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END of TRAIL 2016 . . .
(Continued from page 8)

nounced, the only SASS Badge you can’t
buy. The SASS Scholarship Winners
were announced. Afterwards refreshments, drinks, and food were served.
Extra Curricular Activities
The antique Shooting Gallery was
open all week. Friday night had barbeque
and entertainment and the Cimarron
Firearms Poker Tournament. Saturday
night had another party with entertainment.

Main Match
END of TRAIL went through an evolution the last few years. T.A. Chance became match director in 2014 and in 2015
Lassiter joined him. They continued this
year. The result has been a shooting match
that is entertaining for all contestants. Attendance has increased every year as a result, up 19 percent this year. Some
matches are aimed at challenging the few
contestants who are capable of an overall
win. This was aimed at entertaining everyone. Out of the 641 shooters, 147 shot
clean matches. There are those who will
say, “That makes it too easy.” You can say
that, but all of those 147 shooters will
want to come back, and so will all of the
shooters who almost shot clean. Everyone
shooting the match knew they could have
shot clean. Many competitors have no
chance of getting a top-10 buckle, but they
can aspire to a clean match pin.
The stages were also ambidextrous,
meaning they could be run right to left or
left to right. Six were “mirror image”
stages. The stages were straightforward
and not confusing. You didn’t have to
watch ten shooters to figure the stage out.
It was a gunfight, not a memory contest.
Top Ten
This was a Rank Points match. Each
stage is scored individually and the total
combined score for all stages fired is
ranked for place of finish overall. Looking at the results, first overall Missouri

TL, who—together with Jim Bowie—runs the Cowboys and Indians Store, keeps 97 shotguns
and other Cowboy Action Shooting™ firearmsV
running
smoothly
and efficiently.
ISIT US
AT SASSNET
.COM

Lassiter and T.A. Chance—END of TRAIL
Thirty-Fifth Anniversary Match Directors.

Lefty (Junior Boy!) had a total time of
193.19 seconds and 124 rank points. Matt
Black was second overall, first place
Cowboy, with 201.69 seconds and 182
rank points. Duke Skywalker, first Wrangler, third OA, 200.20 seconds, 187 rank
points. Drop down to tenth, Lead Ringer,
first 49’er, 206.44 seconds, 305 rank
points. That’s 1.1 seconds a stage—from
first to tenth.
Then you look back up the top 10 and
notice a D listed. Duelist? Yep. Pecos
Nick, fourth OA 200.99 seconds, 212 rank
points, shooting duelist! Then eighth OA,
with 206.14 seconds and 280 rank points,
Damascus John shot Frontier Cartridge!
SASS Kicker, Cowgirl, repeated as
Top Lady, 222.37 seconds, 619 rank
points, 27th overall.
Half-A-Hand Henri won her tenth
World Championship in her tenth category, in this case Ladies Senior Frontier
Cartridge. Ten World Championships in
ten different categories was her goal, and
she did it. Quite an accomplishment! I
believe she’s the first and only.
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Sunday Morning
Top Gun Shoot-offs
In the center bay, Bahia De Coto,
complete with bleachers (and the balcony
of the Happy Jack Saloon) were a few
shoot-offs, working their way to Top Gun
in Wild Bunch and Cowboy. It was fun to
watch. Then we received our awards or
applauded those who did. Then we left,
sighing that it was over, and it will be a
year before we can come back.
Next Year
T.A. Chance is retiring with the
thanks of everyone who has shot in his
events. He has changed the shooting part
of SASS for the better and we’re grateful.
Match directors for 2017 are Lassiter and
Deuce Stevens.
Each END of TRAIL has gotten better and better the last three years. If you
haven’t been lately, come back. You’ll
like it.
Categories at END of TRAIL 2017.
READ THIS
END of TRAIL will add an agebased shooting style (Duelist, Gunfighter

The 1887 is a difficult shotgun to shoot well, but Serenity seems to have it down pat.

and ladies) or Blackpowder category
(Frontier Cartridge and ladies, Frontier
Cartridge Duelist and ladies, Frontier
Cartridge Gunfighter and ladies, Frontiersman) if there are sufficient entries in
by the cutoff date (it was May 1 this year;
check the SASS/EOT website). The Interactive entry blank will have boxes to click

VISIT
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for open, Senior, or Silver Senior above
the shooting style and Blackpowder categories. You must check one of each.
Some didn’t see that or understand
the form. It wasn’t highly publicized.
Some entered online. NEXT YEAR if
you want an aged based category that is
(Continued on page 17)
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First Place Cowboy Matt Black—
winning isn’t just for Juniors anymore.

END of TRAIL 2016 . . .
(Continued from page 15)

“non-standard,” say, Silver Senior Frontier Cartridge, you
check Silver Senior and Frontier Cartridge. If there are seven
men or three ladies, you’ll have a category. Unfortunately, for
2016 only five 60-plus Frontier Cartridge shooters entered by
May 1, so they didn’t get a category. One bemoaned to me there
was no way he could be competitive with young shooters. I
agree. Next year there might be enough entrants for Senior
Frontier cartridge or even both Silver Senior and Senior Frontier Cartridge as well as (Open) Frontier Cartridge.
END of TRAIL is the World Championship. There should
be categories for all, and people are living longer and remaining
healthy. There are readers who have stopped coming to END
of TRAIL because there is no age category for them, and it was
frustrating to spend what END of TRAIL costs with no chance
of winning. Come back. With sufficient entries, there will be a
spot for you next year.
(See more HIGHLIGHTS continued on page 18)

Diamond Blaze demonstrates the rifle technique
that took her to a fourth place finish in the Cowgirl category.
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WILD BUNCH World Championship

Last Chance Morales prefers a tuned Model 12 for Wild Bunch, but Hipshot says he’ll stick with his 97.

Okay, how come there’s no Junior category?

Holy smoke! There are a lot of targets to shootV
inISIT
Wild Bunch!
US AT

Pecos Clyde, who helped refine and define the sport
of Wild Bunch.

Texas Tiger
SASSNET.COM

shows off her unique technique with the 1911.
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Wild Bunch participants are enthusiastic about their leather as any Cowboy Action Shooter™.
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Costuming Corner

Costume Contests at
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END of TRAIL
By Cat Ballou, SASS #55

Photographs by B. T. Blade, SASS #35685

ounders Ranch, New Mexico – This year marked
the thirty-fifth anniversary of END of TRAIL and 35
years of the evolution of costuming in our sport.
Those early days of costuming saw us mostly dressed in
snap button shirts, blue jeans, and straw hats. Many assembled “costumes” through finds at thrift stores. A bit later
some vendors such as River Junction Clothing, Old West
Outfitters, and Wah-Maker saw the potential Cowboy Action market growing and SASS® members were able to purchase authentic period era clothing. And, Old West and
Victorian patterns became available for the proficient seamstresses to create their own ensembles. We definitely have
come a very long way from those early days as evidenced
by the fabulous costumes exhibited at this year’s event.
END of TRAIL is the world championship of Cowboy
Action Shooting™ and also the World Championship of
Costuming, so there are numerous costume contests in
which folks can participate. A Wild Bunch costume contest
takes place during the Wild Bunch shooting competition,
and during the main event two costume contests are available—the Daytime Shooting Costume Contest, judged during the Thursday and Friday shooting relays, and the Best
Dressed Costume Contest held Saturday evening. The
Mounted Shooters hold their own costume contest, which
includes the horse’s tack.
Our continuing sponsor of all the costume contests is

VISIT

Cat Ballou,
SASS #55

Wild West Mercantile of Mesa, Arizona. They have
been our costume contest sponsor for at least two
decades. Please make sure to visit their website at
www.wildwestmercantile.com for some of the finest in
Cowboy Action outfits.
Costume contests can’t happen without judges, and
our judges are some of the best around. Wild Bunch
judges were Copper Queen, Capt. George Baylor, and
myself. Shotglass assisted with the Wild Bunch
signups.
Daytime Shooting Costume judges were Copper
Queen, Sloan Easy, and Captain Cooper for all the
shooting costumes and Creek Harding for gun carts,
while “costume wrangler” Baby Jane Doe handled the
sign-ups.
Best Dressed Costume judges were Copper Queen,
Sloan Easy, and Captain Cooper. Baby Jane Doe again
assisted as “costume wrangler.” These folks have been
volunteering their time as judges and helpers for quite
a few years now, and I truly appreciate their fine efforts! Plus, they are some of the most knowledgeable
costume judges in all of SASS.
So, take a look at all the photos of the costume
winners, first through third place, and the descriptions
of their winning outfits. Thanks again to everyone who

US AT SASSNET.COM

(Continued on page 28)
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. Best Dressed • B-Western ,

First place B-Western/Silver Screen – Lady
Sonora Blaze in her red cowgirl outfit going to visit the
Grand Ole Opry in Nashville planning to “snag” a man.
VISIT

First place B-Western/Silver Screen – Man
Alamo Andy representing Coyote Cal.
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• Best Dressed •
Couples

First place Couples
Nightingale and Lightening Rider
as a 1866 Civil War couple
out for an evening coach ride.
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• Best Dressed •
First place Junior

• Best Dressed •
First place Men’s

First place Junior
Ghost Angel in an late 1800s
fancy tea or Sunday School outfit.

First place Men’s
Hawkshaw Fred as a 1881 Frontier Doctor
with his black medical bag and his Doctor’s Certificate.
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• Best Dressed •
First place Ladies

• Best Dressed •
First place Military

First place Ladies
Texas Flower in a fabulous 1884
Reception Gown made by Kathouse Kelli.

First place Military
Hank Hills in a 1900 Canadian Sergeant’s uniform
in a Royal Canadian Regiment.
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Costume Contests at The 35th Annual END of TRAIL . . .
(Continued from page 22)

participated in all the costume contests at END of TRAIL.
Costuming is one of the reasons Cowboy Action Shooting™ continues to be the greatest sport in the world with

!

the greatest people involved! Hope to see you all at next
year’s END of TRAIL.

END of TRAIL 2016

WILD BUNCH:
Men
1st
Legendary Lawman,
SASS #73160 (CAN)
2nd
Texas Ghost,
SASS #50125 (TX)
3rd
Pepito de Muerte,
SASS #94612 (HI)
Ladies
1st
EzGz, SASS #83885 (NM)
2nd
Kathouse Kelli,
SASS #72384 (AUS)
SHOOTING CATEGORIES:
Sutler/Vendor
Man Dusty Cajones,
SASS #3418 (AZ)
Lady Boots Bobbins,
SASS #4744 (AZ)
Waddies
Man Yul Lose, SASS #74578 (CA)
Lady Sunshine Belle,
SASS #91723 (NM)
Gun Carts
1st
Coyote Cap,
SASS #14184 (MN)
2nd
Buck Garrett,
SASS #47172 (CA)
Copper Dave,
3rd
SASS #103401 (OR)
Conventioneers
Men
W. A. Ward,
1st
SASS #11723 (CA)
Lady
1st
Shotglass, SASS #17153 (TX)
Anxious Annie,
2nd
SASS #84953 (CO)
Junior Shooting
Hot Shot Jazz,
1st
SASS #98340 (NM)
Ghost Angel,
2nd
SASS #95206 (TX)
3rd
Fast Draw Fawn,
SASS #94157 (UT)

Costume Contests Results
Lady Shooting
1st
Texas Flower,
SASS #43753 (TX)
2nd
Rattlesnake Kate,
SASS #89096 (CO)
3rd
Baby Jane Doe,
SASS #284 (NM)
Men Shooting
1st
Quickly Down Under,
SASS #99856 (NV)
2nd
Capt. George Baylor,
SASS #24287 (TX)
3rd
Gus Buck Silver,
SASS #91335 (CA)
BEST DRESSED:
Soiled Dove:
Annie DeVine,
1st
SASS #103795 (TX_
Parlor House Madam:
1st
Shotglass, SASS #17153 (TX)
2nd
Comin Hot,
SASS #102594 (TX)
Juniors:
1st
Ghost Angel,
SASS #95206 (TX)
2nd
Ivy Hills, SASS #90928 (WA)
Fast Draw Fawn,
3rd
SASS #94157 (UT)
Military
1st
Hank Hills, SASS #78028 (WA)
2nd
Capt. George Baylor,
SASS #24287 (TX)
Couples
1st
Lightening Rider,
SASS #100503 &
Nightingale,
SASS #10054 (MD)
2nd
Rusty Heatmore,
SASS #102469 &
Jewels Cartwright,
SASS #102470 (NY)
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B-Western/Silver Screen
Men
1st
Alamo Andy,
SASS #101775 (TX)
2nd
Dragon Hill Dave,
SASS #59561 (TX)
B-Western/Silver Screen
Ladies
1st
Sonora Blaze,
SASS #69510 (CO)
2nd
Squawty Bawdy,
SASS #62932 (TX)
Best Dressed Men:
1st
Hawkshaw Fred,
SASS #36811 (TX)
Sundown, SASS #285 (NM)
2nd
3rd
W. A. Ward, SASS #11723 (CA)
Best Dressed Ladies
1st
Texas Flower,
SASS #43753 (TX)
2nd
Doc Barium,
SASS #59972 (NM)
3rd
EZ GZ, SASS #83885 (NM)

JUDGES:
Wild Bunch
Capt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
Copper Queen, SASS #20449 (UT)
Cat Ballou, SASS #55 (NM)
Costume Wrangler - Shotglass,
SASS #17153 (TX)
Shooting/Daytime
Copper Queen
Sloan Easy, SASS #28129 (CA)
Captain Cooper, SASS #43639 (CA)
Gun Carts - Creek Harding,
SASS #4546 (CA)
Costume Wrangler – Baby Jane Doe,
SASS #284 (NM)
Best Dressed
Copper Queen
Sloan Easy
Captain Cooper
Costume Wrangler-Baby Jane Doe
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• Daytime •
Gun Cart Winner

• Daytime •
Jr. Shooting

First place Gun Cart
Coyote Cap’s 1898 Cadillac parade vehicle.
It also has a guncart on the back that holds ten guns.

!

First place Junior
Hot Shot Jazz wearing a western outfit
with vest, scarf, garters, chaps and boots.
VISIT
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. Daytime • Conventioneers ,

First place Conventioneer – Ladies
Shotglass wearing an 1899 traveling outfit complete with hat,
gloves, parasol and tapestry satchels for train travel.
VISIT

First place Conventioneer – Man
W. A. Ward in an 1890s gentlemen’s dinner outfit.
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Best Dressed • Soiled Doves /Madams

First place Soiled Dove
an 1882 Soiled Dove working in a Texas saloon.
VISIT

First place Parlor House Madam
Shotglass, an 1890s Madam
in a very high class “establishment.”
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. Daytime • Shooting ,

First place Shooting – Men
Quickly Down Under as an 1880s cowboy with chaps
styled after Tom Horn. His outfit has 52 Conchos
and he wears a bear claw necklace and bandolier.

VISIT

First place Shooting – Ladies
Texas Flower in an 1898 riding outfit and matching bloomers,
hat, leather gloves and boots. She also carries her riding quirt.
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Daytime • Shooting

Third place Shooting – Ladies
Baby Jane Doe in a B-Western outfit with
smiley pockets, long scarf with slide, tooled holsters
and a rattlesnake hatband on her hat.

Second place Shooting – Men
Capt. George Baylor dressed as Texas rancher John King Fisher.
In 1877 Fisher attended a “fandango” wearing
shotgun chaps made from the hide of a Bengal tiger.
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Daytime • Shooting

Third place Shooting – Men
Gus Buck Silver dressed as an 1882 lawman with a gambling past.
His outfit has silver dollars on his holsters, belt, and buckle.

Second place Shooting – Ladies
Rattlesnake Kate in a River Crossing custom deerskin vest
and skirt with real rattlesnake inserts. Her ancestor from
1898 once killed 140 rattlesnakes on her farm.
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Daytime • Junior

Third place Junior
Fast Draw Fawn in a red Mexican cantina outfit.

Second place Junior
Ghost Angel in an 1880s prairie skirt with a blouse
and vest like a schoolgirl in Little House on the Prairie.
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. Daytime • Waddies / Sutlers ,

First place Waddie – Male
Yul Lose, dressed as an 1879 scout on the
Bozeman Trail. He looks authentic in his
leather pants, buffalo vest, and leggings.

First place
Wild Bunch
Legendary Lawman
as a 1913
Royal Northwest
Mounted Police
Sergeant attired
in a red jacket
with original period
buttons and
campaign ribbons.
He also wears
a Stetson
and
white gloves.

First place Waddie – Female
Sunshine Belle in a prairie dress with
a 1919 lace collar and a tea server in
her hand. Sunshine Belle runs the
very popular tea tent at END of TRAIL.

• Daytime •
WB
Winners

VISIT
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First place Sutler – Female
Boots Bobbins dressed as a 1910
rodeo cowgirl. Her husband,
Dusty Cajones, was the First place
male Sutler attired as an
1880s Cowboy, but we were unable
to locate his photo (our apologies).
First place
Wild Bunch – Ladies
Ez Gz dressed as
Elena Arizmendi Mejia,
the nurse who founded
the La Cruz Blanca:
the Neutral White
Cross in 1911, a
volunteer infirmary and
relief service established
at the early outbreak of
the Mexican Revolution
to care for the wounded
in the conflict.
Her uniform also has
an original medal
from the Red Cross
awarded after the war.
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MOUNTED SHOOTING

END of TRAIL

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

F

By Colorado Cupcake, SASS #96810
Photograph by B. T. Blade, SASS #35685

With national and international representation, Mounted Shooting contributes its own individual
and exciting uniqueness to every annual END of TRAIL.

ounders Ranch, NM – The Thirty-Fifth Annual SASS®
END of TRAIL ceremonies lead the way for the opening of
the SASS Mounted Shooting World Championship. Mounted
riders and cart drivers alike gathered at the Wah-Maker Mounted
Shooting arena to engage in a competition that gives the Old West
Spirit a kick in the trousers. Horses and shooters work together to
conquer unique courses that are challenging yet intriguing.
On Thursday, out-of-towners pulled horse rigs of every shape
and size down to the arena for registration and a great Mounted

VISIT

q

Mounted
Page 40

Shooting clinic. Shooters came out of the clinic with new ideas,
new excitement, and a new love for the sport of Cowboy Mounted
Shooting. Afterwards, we all gathered in the big white tent to feast
on Pot Luck vittles. We enjoyed our version of fine dining and
great stories from our fellow shooters. As storms were brewing
above us, we went to bed that night wondering if the rain would
wreak havoc on our arena as it did in 2015!
Early Friday morning, the growl of a tractor gave us all hope.
Yes… it rained, but the very wet arena and weeded practice arena
were ready for competition when the time came.
We started off the day with a grand entry. Fire Fox (SASS
#80377) carried the US flag with grace and honor as several
shooters followed with flags from New Mexico, Colorado, a
SASS flag, and a Buffalo Range Riders flag. Aneeda Huginkiss
(SASS #23798) sang the Star Spangled Banner with a masterful
voice and a western flare. Shooters, spectators, and balloon-setters
all listened to the rider’s/driver’s safety meeting with rapt attention. Colorado Cupcake jumped off of her miniature horse-cart
and ran up the stairs to give the invocation before our start.
One shooter after another took on Stages 1-3 with fire, encouragement, and dreams of that World Championship title! Each
horse gave their all, and each rider/driver maneuvered through
the course in hopes of shooting a clean, fast, and memorable run.
We went through 25 Mounted Shooters, one Buckaroo, one
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END of TRAIL • Mounted Shooting World Championships . . .

Buckarette, and one pioneer cart shooter. We soon moved on to
our rifle shooters, taking on two intense courses. We had two
brave souls willing to take the challenge. Chili Cowboy (SASS
#59663) finished with a great run, but it was Stuttering Wayne
(SASS #71602) on his Icelandic who finally took the cake.
In an attempt to break the World Speed Record set by Bam
Bam (SASS #86267) in 2013, five brave shooters oiled up their
guns, cranked up their horses, and turned up the heat to see who
has the extra special fire. It was Clinch Cutter (SASS #92934)
who ran an amazing 18.447seconds… not quite beating the
record, but so close we had to check the numbers twice. It was
the competition this year that helped push Clinch Cutter to the
top for 2016 World Speed Contest.
After cooling down our horses, we all headed to SASS town
to strut our stuff for the Friday parade of Mounted Riders. We
stampeded through SASS town with our flags waving. At the end
of the day, a few of us changed into our most unique duds, rehearsed the story about our costumes, and wished good luck to
the competition as the 2016 Costume Contest took place. There
were three Mounted Shooting entries.
Aneeda Huginkiss was first with a historical account of the
infamous female stagecoach robber, Pearl Hart, the only woman
to successfully rob a stagecoach. She was dressed in frontier pants
with a nice western shirt, accompanied by a hat slightly tilted to
the side, as was a trademark of her character. As night fell upon
us, several of the Mounted Shooters joined the Cowboy Action
Shooters™ for a great time dancing at the Belle Union Saloon.
The second day of the Mounted Shooting completion began
after another amazing amount of rain had fallen onto our arena.
There was no shortage of mud! As we tried our best to dry off,
we focused on how we were going to run the courses for the day.
Each rider/driver paid close attention to the specific course of
fire while planning how they would implement appropriate
horsemanship in their runs. Stages 4-6 were filled with excitement, frustration, slick corners around the barrel, and a few

horses that had a different plan than the shooter who was riding/driving them! There were some misses, but then again, there were
some memorable runs with speed, clean-shooting, and amazing
horsemanship. We watched the Buckaroo, and Buckerette run all
the courses with confidence and a reminder of ourselves when we
were younger and just so happy to be on our horses!
As we finished the Main Match, five courageous souls reached
for their shotguns to defeat the two shotgun stages. The competitors
ran the stages with all of their might, taking out each balloon with
excitement as they dropped the reigns and picked up their shotguns,
but it was Clinch Cutter who ultimately ran the courses the best with
a 44.558 seconds for two runs!
Once the shotgun shooters were done, some of us wild side
Quick Draw competitors gathered at the far side of the arena to see
who’s got the fastest draw of them all! We even had two Cowboy
Action Shooters™ join us and our balloon setter thought he’d try
his hand as well. Every shooter who stepped up to the line with their
.45 caliber revolver loaded with five blackpowder blanks sitting
firmly in their holster would run across the start line, shoot five balloons, re-holster, and cross back over the timer. It was a fight until
the finish, when TR Twister (SASS #86853) pulled out an amazing
2.972 seconds!
Finally, the Pony Express Extreme Team Race ended things. Riders and drivers teamed up to master a course of fun obstacles and fun
shooting. It was quite the race. Finally, it was time for all of us to unsaddle and unhitch our horses. We all said our goodbyes and look forward to stepping back into the Old West together next year.

Mounted Winners

Buckaroo
Tuff E Nuff
Buckarette
Patina
Pioneer Cart
Colorado Cupcake
Side Matches
Shotgun – Clinch Cutter
Rifle – Stuttering Wayne
World Speed – Clinch Cutter
Quick Draw – T R Twister

i

Overall
Level 6 – Bam Bam
Classes
Level 6 – Bam Bam
Level 2 – Pistol Roberson
Lady 5 – Morning Dove
Lady 4 – Fire Fox
Lady 3 – DB Morgan
Lady 2 – Arab Angel
Lady 1 – Shan Nanigans
Senior
Level 4 – Clinch Cutter
Level 3 – Pueblo Pinkerton
Level 2 – WhiteWolf Rider
Level 1 – Matt Dillon
Senior Lady
Level 5 – Canyon Cowgirl
Level 4 – Aneeda Huginkiss
Level 3 – Lady Moon Dancer
Level 1 – Songbird Annie
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DISPATCHES FROM
.CAMP BAYLOR ,
Captain George Baylor,
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

Navy Arms Winchester
1873 Rifle

By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Patron Life Regulator

Navy Arms Winchester 1873 belching white smoke as it was meant to.
In this case it’s a full-charge load of American Pioneer Powder Premium Grade FFFG
and a 147-grain polycoated bullet by SNS Casting.

W

Navy Arms Winchester 1873,
case hardened receiver and furniture,
polished blue, and American Walnut
in “Winchester Red.”

e’ve all seen the movie Winchester
’73 starring James Stewart. It follows a “One of One Thousand” Winchester 1873 rifle through a series of owners.
The rifle is as much a main character as
James Stewart—in the movie it is almost
mythical. In a famous scene James Stewart (actually exhibition shooter Herb Parsons) shoots a bullet through a washer
with a postage stamp over the hole—in
the air. Only 136 “One of One Thousand”
rifles were built in 1875 and 76. They
were built around the best barrels, had
the most beautiful wood, and flawless
case hardening and bluing.
VISIT
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Navy Arms Corporation is responsible for the modern equivalent. Val J. Forgett, Jr. (July 31, 1930–November 25,
2002) founded Navy Arms Company, Inc.
in 1956. He is considered to be the father
of the replica firearms industry. The first
replica was of the Colt 1851 Navy, hence
Navy Arms. The company has been reborn under his son, Val Forgett II (pronounced For-Jet).
Winchester
Winchester Repeating Arms sells new
1873s made by Miroku in Japan. They are
available in several barrel lengths and cal(Continued on page 44)
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Beautiful case hardened receiver.
Short stroked, this is lever all the way open.

Shotgun style case
hardened checkered
steel buttplate, an
option on the original 73.

Firing pin safety.
Firing pin is blocked until trigger is pulled.
Note the beautiful, checkered, case hardened hammer.
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Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 42)

VISIT

ibers. It has the original Winchester lever disconnect safety as
well as a new firing pin block with a striker that prevents the
firing pin from moving forward unless the trigger is pulled.
In SASS we like our rifles slicked up and short stroked.
When I heard Jim Bowie tell of the modifications needed to
enable shooting an Uberti 73 replica 10 times in less than two
seconds, I realized some of us are shooting nineteenth century
rifles. Others are shooting the Cowboy Action Shooting™
equivalents of NASCAR Stock Cars compared to your Chevy.
The Winchester “innards” are not interchangeable with Uberti
parts and there are fewer gunsmiths working on them. This is,
of course, changing as the guns become more common. Having
said that, let’s go on to the modern equivalent of the One of
One Thousand.
Winchester rifles arrive at Navy Arms in the white with a
20" or 24" octagon barrel in either .357 Magnum or .45 Colt
with no wood. Then the receiver and furniture are color case
hardened. The barrel is polished blue. A Winchester short
stroke kit is installed. Deluxe American walnut stock and forearm with full checkering and “Winchester Red” finish is installed with a checkered steel shotgun-style buttplate, a
popular Cowboy Action Shooting™ modification because it
aids fast mounting. Shotgun style steel buttplates were a factory option on original Winchesters, along with a lot of options
we don’t see often in SASS, such as set triggers, 30" barrels,
half-magazines, etc.
The result is a strikingly beautiful gun. When I picked up
the test gun at Diamond J Gunsmithing in Albuquerque I could
only think, “I’m not going to shoot this in a SASS match and
throw it down on a table with one hand while picking up the
next gun.” My eight-year-old 73 replica is on its second stock,
and that one is glued and pinned together. The once really nice
finish is pretty much gone. It looks like it’s been “rode hard
and put away wet.” Such is the fate of most Cowboy Action
Shooting™ guns. Of course, most of the originals were “rode
hard and put away wet.” They were tools, not collector items.
Val Forgett thinks most buyers will purchase this because
they will have gotten to a point in life where they can buy one
of their dream guns and this one will go on the wall or another
place of honor and get shot little. I can understand that. I have
a pair of engraved, ivory handled SASS Colts. SASS24287,
and 24287SASS. They seldom come out of secure storage. But
if I didn’t have them I would lust after them. If you’re lusting
after a really beautiful Winchester 73, this is one that doesn’t
cost more than your house. It’s not cheap at $2499. But you
can see every dollar on it.
Shooting
I took it to Founders Ranch and shot a batch of Bone Orchard .38 Special 125-grain LTC loads. The action was smooth
for an out of the box gun. The hammer spring is stiff for what
we do (5-7/8 pounds on my RCBS trigger pull gauge), but I
got used to it quickly enough and could shoot it almost as fast
as my very slick Taylors 73s. Trigger pull was 4-7/8 pounds. I
didn’t try adjusting the spring to lighten anything. The short
stroke was very good, about equal in throw to a Third Gener(Continued on page 46)
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Marbles front sight with gold bead.

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 44)

ation Cowboys and Indian kit.
The sight picture was familiar and very quick.
Adding a Sure Hit front sight from Slick McClade’s
Slick Magic would speed up shooting at 15-yard SASS
targets. For long range shooting or hunting it’s just
right. And I couldn’t resist shooting a couple of my
match loads of a full charge of American Pioneer Powder Premium Grade FFFG behind 105- and 147-grain
polycoated bullets. I quickly felt right at home.
Someone will use one of these in SASS matches because he can. They’re as close to being match ready as
any out of the box Cowboy Action Shooting™ rifle, and
they will certainly draw the attention of other shooters.
Just as someone will shoot SASS matches, someone
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Portrait of a happy man
(smiling on the inside, Captain on the
outside) after shooting the
Navy Arms Winchester 1873.
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Marbles semi-buckhorn rear sight.

Dispatches From
Camp Baylor . . .

will take it hunting. It will work with
full charge .357 Magnum hunting
loads. Then they’ll be able to tell their
grandkids they got that buck with a
Winchester 73 just like the one Jimmy
Stewart used in Winchester ’73. Then
their grandkids will say, “Who?”
Navy Arms line
In addition to the Winchester
1873, Navy Arms also does other
guns of interest to SASS members.
They do similarly finished Winchester
1892s in .45 Colt and .44 Magnum
and they import a Lightning rifle
made by Petersoli in .45 Colt and .357
Magnum and finish it in the US with
bone charcoal color case hardening
and fire-blued screws, polished blued
barrel, and American walnut.
They also import a couple of
unique Civil War era black powder
firearms, a Parker-Hale Whitworth (a
Confederate sniper rifle) and a Smith
carbine which, on their website it was
noted it was “an upgraded model of the
most famous breech-loading carbine of
the War of Northern Aggression.”
Navy Arms, LLC, 54 Dupont Rd,
Martinsburg, WV 25404 – 304-2740004 – Info@NavyArms.com

Three empties in the air at once!
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Coil Mainspring Kit
By Larsen E. Pettifogger, SASS #32933 Life Regulator

Larsen E.
Pettifogger,
SASS Life #32933

3
1

S

hotgun Boogie’s coil mainspring kit for the Uberti
1873 rifle consists of a new hammer, hammer strut,
coil mainspring, and a strut bearing block (Photo 1).
There are two hammers available. The first has a very
precise sear cut made to
mate with Boogie’s trigger kits (Photos 2 and 3).
With these triggers and
hammers the trigger pull
2
can be set to one pound.
As shown in Photo 3,
there are two trigger kits.
One has a fairly straight
trigger and one has a profile that approximates the
shape of the stock trigger.
(A detailed article on installing the trigger kit can
be found in the January
2015 issue on page 36.)
Uberti sears are not machined as precisely as the
Boogie sears so a second
hammer is available for
use with the Uberti sear
VISIT

4

and trigger set-up (Photos 4 and 5). This hammer has a
setscrew that allows sear engagement to be adjusted to
work with the stock sears. We will be installing this ham-
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Shotgun Boogie • Coil Mainspring Kit . . .

mer in this article.
We have discussed disassembling
the Uberti 73 several times and won’t
repeat the basic takedown here. Once
basic takedown is completed remove
the two screws on either side of the
lower, rear receiver and remove the
lower tang/trigger assembly (Photo
6). If it is a tight fit use caution in removing it as the lower edges of the

frame can be very sharp. Remove the
mainspring screw and mainspring
(Photo 7), then drive out the hammer
pivot pin and remove the hammer
(Photo 8). Next, remove the trigger
spring. Shown on the right in Photo
9. Drive out the trigger safety pin and
remove the safety bar (Photo 10). Finally drive out the trigger pivot pin

8

(Continued on page 50)
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Shotgun Boogie • Coil Mainspring Kit . . .
(Continued from page 49)

and remove the trigger and sear (Photo
11). When you are done you should have
all these parts out of the trigger group

11
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(Photo 12). Now we can begin the installation of the coil mainspring kit.
First take the brass strut block and

October 2016
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Shotgun Boogie •
Coil Mainspring Kit . . .

screw it in place using the stock mainspring screw. Insert
the strut and chances are it will hit the screw (Photo 13),
so it will have to to be shortened. Handling a small hot
screw can be a chore but there are ways to save your fin-

13

gers. Photo 14 shows three screw “gizzies.” The center
one is from Brownells, the other two are homemade. On
the right is an old bottle opener (which is made of good
steel), drilled and tapped for 6-32, 6-40 and 6-48 screws.
The holes in the Brownell’s gizzie were too small for the
mainspring screw so the gizzie on the left is a piece of
scrap aluminum drilled and tapped 10-32, which is the
mainspring screw size (Photo 15). With the flat aluminum bar it is fairly easy to keep the end of the screw

(Continued on page 52)
VISIT US AT
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Shotgun Boogie •
Coil Mainspring Kit . . .
(Continued from page 51)

relatively square when grinding. Put a little thumb pressure
on the screw head and grind the screw shorter (Photo 16).
When your thumb starts getting hot, dunk the screw in
water. Test fit the screw in the strut block until it is flush
with the upper surface of the block. Make sure the screw
is flush as the strut moves back and forth and changes

17

VISIT

angle, which causes the strut to move up and down,
when the hammer is cocked. We don’t want the strut
dragging on or hanging up on the screw.
The strut is a fairly tight fit in the strut block and can
bind as the strut moves back and forth and up and down
through its normal range of movement. To smooth things
out take a stone or fine tooth file and run it down the four
edges of the strut (Photo 17). We just want to break the
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21
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sharp edges of the strut so that it
moves smoothly in the strut block. Put
the hammer in the trigger guard and
hold the strut in place with your fingers and move the hammer back and
forth (Photo 18). If everything feels
smooth put the coil spring in place and
move the hammer back and forth
again. If the strut moves smoothly you
are done and can move on to final assembly. Fitting the strut block on a
pistol grip 73 takes a little more work.
When the block is attached to the
frame the flat bottom of the strut block
does not match the curve of the trigger
guard (Photo 19). Align the mainspring screw hole over a belt sander
and touch the trigger guard to the
sander until you have a small flat for
the strut block to sit on (Photo 20),
then take a fine tooth round file and

radius the edges of the strut block hole
to accommodate the steeper angle at
which the strut will be sitting on the
curved trigger guard (Photo 21).
Reassemble the trigger guard by
replacing the trigger and sear, replacing the safety bar and its spring, and
replacing the trigger spring and its
screw. Place the new hammer in the
trigger guard and we are ready to install the coil spring. There is a hole in
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the bottom of the strut. Slide the coil
spring over the strut, compress the
spring and slide on the strut block. Put
a nail, punch, or something else in the
hole to retain the spring. In (Photo 22)
I used the Allen wrench that fits that
set screw in the hammer. Place the assembly in the trigger guard and install
the shortened mainspring screw. Snug
it down but leave it loose enough so it

(Continued on page 54)
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(Continued from page 53)
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can be aligned after you cock the hammer and relieve tension
on the Allen wrench. Tighten the mainspring screw and check
to see if everything is functioning correctly. If you are right
handed, hold the trigger group in your right had with your

27

thumb on the hammer and your right hand index finger
on the trigger safety. Use your left hand index finger to
operate the trigger (Photo 23). Press the safety, pull the
trigger, and move the hammer back and forth. If the trigger pull is too heavy or light insert an Allen wrench into
the setscrew and adjust it to shooter preference (Photo
24). Once adjusted a drop of blue Loctite will hold it in
place. When making these tests and adjustments remember there is no half-cock notch on the hammer so maintain control over the hammer or the strut and coil may
come out of their seat on the back of the hammer.
There is one more step before the installation is complete. Slide the butt stock onto the fully assembled trigger
guard (Photo 25). Look for interference between the coil
spring and the channel in the bottom of the stock. The
stock may slide on with no interference with the coil
spring. Remember however, as the hammer moves forward from full-cock towards the fired position, the strut
moves up a bit. Squeeze the trigger guard firmly into the
stock with your hand, press the trigger (while retaining the
hammer) and slowly lower the hammer. On most stocks
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there will be some interference
with the coil spring before the
hammer is in its fully down position (Photo 26). Take a rat-tail file
or Dremel and remove a little
wood from the bottom of the stock
channel as shown by the pointer in
Photo 27. Once there is sufficient
clearance between the coil spring
and stock reassemble the gun.
What do you end up with? A truly
light and smooth feeling to the
lever with no stacking.
Someone who is comfortable
in fully disassembling a 73 should
be able to install the kit. For those
who don’t want to do the work
themselves, Shotgun Boogie is
now as close as your mailbox.
Visit Shotgun Boogie’s new website at www.sbgwllc.com for pricing and other gun parts and
accessories. He can be contacted at
info@sbgwllc.com.
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Custom Made to order
Hand crafted with pride

/
Company Quartermaster

Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1-inch $7
shipped. You can use Paypal at

t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
Or email me. Nickel City Dude

Phone: 716-693-3237

www.banjobelle.biz
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Phone: 717-628-5084
Fax: 717-628-5271

Bob Enck
barnmaster@comcast.net
17 East Main Ave
Myerstown, PA 17067
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By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025 Life

’ve seen Republicans form circular firing squads many times
over the years, but I’ve never seen the chasm we’re
witnessing today—a growing divide so deep and wide it
won’t accomplish anything but handing the Oval Office to a
radically progressive Democrat! Not only are establishment
Republicans split over who will represent them this November, so
are patriotic constitutional conservatives. Many of these patriots
are now telling me they’ll be staying home or voting third party…
and we all know from hard experience how that ends!
Unless Anti-Democrat elements unite—at least at the ballot
box—we WILL have a president who will continue Obama’s
fundamental transformation (i.e. destruction) of the country but
at an ever-increasing pace. Their left leaning ways will not only
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edge us ever closer to full blown socialism or radical fascism
during the next four to eight years, it will do so at a gallop
and their legacy will be tragically far reaching for many
generations to come. Why’s that Colonel? The next president
will undoubtedly have the opportunity to nominate three—
possibly five—new Supreme Court Justices. If it’s a
Democrat, the left will be calling the shots on all our
unalienable rights… and you can bet the Second Amendment
will be at the top of their list! By the time the next Democrat
president leaves office, we will be living in an America our
generation would never recognize. And don’t for one short
second think the “opposition party” would stop them. How
effectively have they stopped Obama over his two terms. In
fact, as I’ve written before, the GOP was and is not only
unconscionably lax in their duty, they were and remain
complicit in this transformation.
I can foresee your right to keep and bear arms negated
by a revisiting of Heller and a complete reinterpretation of
the Second Amendment. “I’ll never turn in my guns. They’ll
have to physically take them away over my dead body” many
will say now. But I can imagine a time coming when those
same people will quietly turn their guns over to the
government. I don’t believe government agents will come
knocking on your door with armed force, but instead tie your
compliance to something you need to survive. If you require
a license of any sort to make your living, you’ll be denied
that license until you comply. I can also foresee compliance
linked to your income tax with the IRS as part of the
enforcement process. The ground work has already been laid
for such a strategy and the Republicans have fully funded it…
it’s called Obamacare.
Now that the government is playing an increasingly
larger role in providing and regulating every aspect of your
health care, can’t you envision a time after the new Supremes
reinterpret the Second and the “common sense gun
registration and confiscation acts” become law, that your
access to health care hinges upon your compliance. And do
you think for one minute this couldn’t happen in America?
Think again. As with any form of ever-growing government,
it will continue to expand its reach until it is physically
stopped by “we the people.” Unfortunately, I see few if any
signs of such a major movement on the horizon. America
doesn’t yet have the collective will to do so. Not to say such
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a movement will never manifest itself but those signs haven’t
yet become apparent.
Under a Democrat president, you can expect continuation
of an ever growing national debt, higher taxation, a dramatic
increase in regulatory “law,” a surrendering of our national
sovereignty to the UN, more cozying up to communist rulers
throughout the world, and a general loss of individual liberty
unparalleled in our history. Think I’m crying wolf and
overreacting? Think about it. Just ten short years ago, could
you have predicted the current pace of growing statism and
government rule in America. It only took one president and the
complicity of the Republicans to take us down to this level.
Think what could/will happen if a like-minded follow-on
president takes office. Seeing how easily Obama got away with
his vision of fundamental transformation, their appetite for
power will grow geometrically… just as it has with all such
power mongers throughout history. If this is what you’re
willing to accept and or want, then anything except a vote for
the Republican ticket is a tacit vote for worsening tyranny.
Believe me when I say the GOP’s presumptive nominee,
was never my choice but this seems to be the situation we face
and to ignore that reality is pure folly. Will a President Trump
disappoint? Yes, most assuredly. He will not and cannot follow
through with all his bold campaign rhetoric that stirred many
to his side. But personally, I would much rather face some
degree of disappointment than the expanded destruction the
Democrats would most certainly bring.
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I once posted the following on the Team SASS forum,
“There are four ways Democrats can win: 1) People actually
vote them into office. 2) Disgruntled Republicans and
Conservatives vote third party. 3) Disgruntled Republicans and
Conservatives stay home. 4) Rampant voter fraud where felons,
illegals, and the deceased put them over the top. You can
impact three of those four by simply voting for the Republican
ticket.” Under our current system, anything other than that will
help usher a radical progressive into the Oval Office. Do I like
that choice… NO! But I’m also a realist. The ONLY way the
Democrat loses is for patriots to unite and vote for the
Republican. As disdainful as that is to me and millions of
others, it is the only way at this historical juncture.
I agree, Republicans seem to exacerbate this internal
division every time they open their mouths—almost intentionally
so, but that’s not the focus of this essay. My one and only purpose
here is to ask you to think about the serious consequences of
handing the presidency to the extreme left yet again. Yes, there
is much to dislike about the entire GOP, I get it more than you
might realize. But again, I’m a realist and I’m dealing with the
reality at hand. I think I can say our right to keep and bear arms
will be much more secure under a President Trump than any
Democrat and that’s what Team SASS is all about. That is our
focused mission; it’s our charge. I simply ask you to think about
this in a realistic way before making your final decision on who
gets your vote. There is just too much at stake to let this slide.
Steel your nerve, remain resolute and soldier on my friends…
—Contact Colonel Dan: coloneldan@bellsouth.net
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